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Abstract.The article presents the architecture of 

multi-level information-analytical system (IAS) based on 

the neural modules network (NMN). This network 

consists of neural modules which are placed at the three 

levels (local, region and nation geographically 

distributed medical centers). Procedures of learning and 

collectiverelearning of neural modules consider region 

particularities and are based on analysis, generalization 

and exchange of experience related to diagnosis of 

diseases. These procedures provide modification and 

filtering parameters used as input for the further 

learning of local and regional neural modules.A few 

fault-tolerant structures of NMN-based IAS are 

researched taking into account different options of 

server and communication redundancy. Reliability block 

diagrams for redundant IAS structures are developed 

and formulas for calculation of probability of upstate are 

analyzed. 

 
Keywords: neuro module network; medicalmulti-level 

information-analytical system; neural modules; 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

N important task for medical IAS is the exchange and 

integration of the results of the diagnosis within the 

medical institutions at the regional and inter-regional 

(state) level. There are important regional factors 

influencing on the diseases.  

To ensure trustworthy diagnosing diseases it is advisable 

to use neural modules (NM) and neuro module network 

(NMN) with the properties that contribute to the recognition 

of noisy or distorted objects. This allows for the collection 

and processing of the data obtained with the help of special 

software decision support systems, including by use of 

neural networks [1 – 3].  

Obviously, the correct diagnosis can be made as a result 

of taking into account all factors and features affect the 

decision on the diagnosis of diseases. To do this, health care 

facilities should be combined into a single information 

network of neural network diagnosis of diseases with a view 

to the timely exchange of experience [4–6]. At the same 

time it is very important to ensure the reliability and 

relevance of data sent and fault tolerance of NMN-based 

IASs in general [7, 8, 9]. In previous works [10, 11] 

structure such IAS and neural module for diagnosis of 

urologic diseases were described. 

The paper [12] focuses on developing a comprehensive 

model to evaluate the impacts of Cyber-Physical Integration 

on distribution system reliability. This paper proposes a 

comprehensive model of distribution system reliability 

assessment considering cyber-physical integration. The 

minimal path method was employed to calculate reliability 

indices. Results of case studies indicate the impacts of 

Cyber-Physical Integration vulnerabilities as well as the 

features of Cyber-Physical Integration in smart distribution 

system. 

Information exchange as part of shared decision-

making is widely discussed in research and policy literature 

as  means of improving patient involvement in treatment and 

care. The paper [13] is devoted to information exchange 

between patients and nurses for decision-making. The 

elements of information exchange within a recognized 

model of shared decision-making do not adequately fit with 

patient/nurse interactions in ward settings.  

This study [14] suggests that urology program directors 

do not describe significant value to continued contact with 

applicants after the interview. 

There is examined the decision support system for 

patient care using patient survey data in article. In particular, 

the patient is diagnosed with acute pain, urinary disorders, 

risk of infection of the urinary tract, impaired skin integrity, 

anxiety [15]. 

This article [16] proposed a reliable mechanism for 

processing and transmitting data, provided that there are 

maltifunctions in regional nodes. 

The study assesses artificial neural networks 

contributions, compare performances and critiques methods. 

The study found that neural-network models such as 

feedforward and feedback propagation artificial neural 

networks are performing better in its application to human 

problems [17]. 

Health care organizations are leveraging machine-

learning techniques, such as artificial neural networks, to 

improve delivery of care at a reduced cost. Applications of 
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artificial neural networks to diagnosis are well-known; 

however, ANN are increasingly used to inform health care 

management decisions [18]. 

The purpose of the paper [19] is to develop and research 

an availability model of a healthcare IoT system regarding 

failures of components. A detailed analysis of an 

architecture of healthcare IoT infrastructure is given. The 

main causes of the healthcare IoT based system failures are 

considered. Much attention is given to developing and 

research of a Markov model of a healthcare IoT system 

considering failures of components. Some essential high-

level requirements that such system must meet are 

presented. The analysis of obtained simulation results 

showed the rates that have the greatest influence on the 

availability function of the healthcare IoT system. 

The goal of the paper is to present multi-level system for 

support of decision based on the network of neural modules 

and to develop and research reliability of a few fault-tolerant 

structures of the NMN-based IAS. 

The paper is structured by the following way. The 

architecture and procedures of learning and collective 

relearning of neural modules are described in section II. 

Fault-tolerant structures of IAS and reliability models are 

suggested in section 3. Section 4 presents results of IAS 

reliability research and last section concludes the paper. 

II.  SYSTEM 

2.1. Architecture 

The multilevel hierarchical structure of NMN shown in 

Fig. 1 is a three-level tree diagram consisting of the 

following levels: 

− local, where the NM are geographically located 

directly in the medical institutions of the place of residence 

of patients in cities, towns, or district centers. 

− regional, which brings together all the local 

medical institutions of the region, and regional server is 

located in one of the medical institutions of the regional 

center. 

− interregional (national) level, including a nation-

wide association of medical institutions of all regions, and 

the server corresponding to this level is located in one or 

more metropolitan medical centers. 

The following tasks of IAS: 

− the exchange of parameters being diagnosed 

interactively between medical centers; 

−  the recognition of diseases taking into account the 

impact of regional environmental factors and individual 

characteristics of patients; 

− conducting the operational (on-line) diagnosis of 

patients’ diseases. 

Detection of diseases in health centers is done by means of 

NM by processing the parameters obtained by means of 

technical diagnostics of organs or body systems functioning. 

The exchange of parameters being diagnosed is done by the 

use of training and additional training of NMN of patients’ 

parameters with the same disease of related local, regional 

and inter-regional medical institutions.  

Figure 2 is a block for support of the decision making 

(bdm) by doctor for the diagnosis of diseases of patients. In 

order to make decisions, the doctor receives input 

information in the form of a predicted diagnosis determined 

by a neural network module and additional patient 

examination data. In case of confirmation by the physician 

of the diagnosis, which is determined by the neural network 

module, the input and output are subsequently used for 

further training of other modules. In particular, local, 

regional and national levels. 

2.2. Learning and collective relearning 

А scheme of the doctor`s processing of diagnostic 

information at the local level, where xj,i - the input vector for 

the i-th NM in the j-th region, yj,i - its output value - form of 

the disease. Exchange of experience of disease recognition 

is carried out by using learning NM of diagnosed parameters 

of patients with the same diseases of related locals, regional 

and inter-regional medical institutions. 

In the learning is used data with a 100 percent certainty 

indicating disease. Upon completion of learning the network 

is tested procedures to diagnose of diseases. 

After the learning and testing the neural module network is 

used in the practice of diagnosing of diseases while in the 

case of confirmation of the diagnosis by the doctor which is 

determined NM, the input data are then used for relearning 

of other modules. 

At the regional level, the learning of regional server is 

implemented upon receipt as learning data from a local 

neural modules of the region. Figure 3 presents a diagram of 

the interaction of local NMs with a regional server of the 

region, pj the number of NMs in the j-th region, where q is 

the number of regions, xrj is the input, yrj is the output 

values of the j-th regional server. In the case of confirmation 

of the diagnosis by the doctor determined by NM, the input 

data are then used for relearning of local modules of the 

region. 

 
Figure 2 – Scheme of processing by the doctor of a diagnostic 

information of the patient(bdm) 
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Figure 3 – Scheme of interaction between local NM and regional 

server 

 
In the third interregional level the diagnostic conclusions, 

the output data of the local and regional levels, input data of 

local NM based on their regional location enter the input 

module. 

At this stage the input and output data, their relationship 

with each other in order to select the most appropriate 

options for relearning of local NM and regional server are 

analyzed. 

As the output data by the doctor's decision the network 

generates control actions ym, ymr as learning data, 

accordingly for the local and regional levels. In fig. 4 a 

scheme of processing of the input data received from the 

local and regional medical institutions national server is 

shown. 

National server performs one of three types of processing 

operations diagnosed parameters coming from local and 

regional medical centers by instructions of a doctor: 

− relearning (a generalization of the experience of 

regional and local medical institutions) through learning and 

relearning of national server by the input data from local and 

regional medical institutions. 

− modification (selection). The NM is trained to handle 

the input data of the regional and local levels. At the same 

time the doctor can request the selection of the plurality of 

diagnosed parameters satisfying certain conditions and 

criteria. 

− filtering (removal). Exclusion those data from the 

learning set which are unacceptable for certain NM of local 

or regional level. 

jxrj,ix
 

Figure 4 – Scheme of processing of the input data by national 

server 

 
2.3. Case study 

The previous sections provide an information system for the 

exchange of diagnostic information between health care 

facilities. At the local level, medical institutions conduct 

uroflowmetric examination of patients. According to the 

results of uroflowmetry, based on the use of NM, the 

obtained parameters are processed in order to diagnose the 

disease. In particular, the uroflowmetric parameter that 

influences decision making is the uroflowrogram schedule. 

In Figure 5 presents four types of uroflowrograms used to 

train the neural network module. The graphs of 

uroflowrograms correspond to the following disease classes: 

− class №1 – insignificant infravesical obstruction; 

− class №2 – sclerosis of neck of the urinary bladder; 

− class №3 – schedule for patients with urethral 

strictures; 

− class №4 – urination with detrusor sphincter 

dyssynergia. 

As can be seen from the figure uroflowmetric graphs 

differ from each other. For class # 1, the flow curve has an 

asymmetric appearance, and the maximum flow velocity is 

reached before the norm (10-15 seconds); class 2 is 

characterized by the fact that the maximum flow rate is 

reached later than normal; for class # 3 the uroflowrogram 

has a "box" appearance without characteristic ups and 

downs; class No. 4 is characterized by small values of 

maximum and average flow velocity and as a consequence 

an increase in urination time [20]. 

The neural network of counter propagation was used as 

the neural network module of uroflourogramm 

identification. 

To detect value of the maximum flow rate, depending on 

age, a neural network module was used as network with 

radial basis functions.The neural network generalizes the 

regression type to recognize the maximum and average 

speed values found in the shaded, lower part of the 

nomogram. 

On the local level the diagnosis of urological disease is 

set, based on the processing of the results of neural network 

identification of uroflowmetric parameters and other data of 

the patient`s survey. 
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Further relearning of neural network modules for the 

diagnosis of diseases in urology based on the proposed 

approach is carried out using the following learning data 

derived from: 

− Neural network of local units in the region; 

− Regional server module; 

− National server module. 

 

Figure 5 – Uroflourogramm charts of patients disease 

 
Performing relearning operations, modifications, and 

filtration is carried out using national server. 

Many diagnosed parameters are fed to the network input, 

and those parameters that meet the condition specified by 

the doctor are input to regional servers and local NMs. 

III. RELIABILITY MODELS 

Let’s research reliability of different redundant of NMN 

based IAS structures basing figure 1. 

The NM are the simplest structural elements united by 

region. For each element in the system may be 2 conditions: 

the operation or the  failure. All random events of failure 

free ware of elements are independent, namely, not affect 

the operability of the system as in whole. 

The system consists of three levels. On the ground level 

there are NM connected in parallel. On the second level, 

these modules are grouped into regions, called the regional 

servers and each represents a Ri , i 1, q= . Regional server 

performs data processing and transfer it to the national level. 

The third level is the state (inter-regional unit) called the 

national server and designated as S. National server includes 

two components: communication and processing, referred to 

as SC and SD. (see reliability block diagram (RBD) on 

Fig.6). The system is organized in such a way that in case of 

failure of any one region of the communication server takes 

over the functions of the failed region, and processing 

continues to receive data from the switching device. 

Consequently, only the server failure will lead to a 

malfunction. 

 

Figure 6 – RBD of national server 

3.1 The IAS structure with one national server 

The first option is the organization of the non-redundant 

system. RBD is shown in Figure 7. In the event of a server 

failure of the national system remains operational with 

limited functionality. 

 

Figure 7 – RBD for system with limited functionality 

The probability of failure-free operation of the system in 

this case: 

 
0

1=

= ∏ i

q

S R

i

P P P   (1) 

where  P0− probability of failure-free of the system; 

  PS− probability of failure-free of the national 

server; 

  PRi− probability of failure of the i-th regional 

server. 

If we assume that all PRi have equal value, formula (1) 

will be the following: 

 0 =
q

S RP P P
 

(2) 

Bearing in mind that the server is composed of two 

components, the structural reliability of the system can be 

described as the circuit shown in Fig.8. The system becomes 

operable in case of failure of the national server in general. 

 

Figure 8 – RBD of the IAS with replacement of the regional 

servers by national server 

If you add a clarification on the national server, then the 

probability of failure-free operation of the system in this case: 

 0

11 1,

(1 )
== = ≠

 
= + − 

 
∑∏ ∏I C i D i j

q qq

S R S R R

ii j j i

P P P P P P  (3) 

if 
1

...= = =
R Rq R

P P P , 

 
1

0 (1 )− = + − I C D

q q

S R S R RP P P qP P P  (4) 
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From this, it can be a platoon that on failure of at least 

one national server component system inoperable. 

 
3.2.  The IAS structure with national server redundancy 

In the event of failure of one of the regional server 

system will continue to work with other regions, as moving 

the reservation is used. Therefore, any one regional server 

can be replaced with SD processing server. Inoperable 

system is only if all the regions are in a failed state or in 

case of failure of at least one national server component. 

Therefore, the system must continue to work with other 

national duplicated processing server. That is, in terms of 

reliability in case of failure of one of the national servers 

handling the whole system remains operational. The 

condition of a system failure at this point is the simultaneous 

failure of both national server processing or communication 

server. 

The RBD of the circuit will look like Fig.9. 

 

 

Figure 9 – RBD with national server redundancy 

Thus, the system consisting of individual elements linked 

functionally so that an isolated failure of any one does not 

cause a system failure. 

The probability of failure-free operation of the system in 

this case will be: 

if  
1

...= = =
R Rq R

P P P ; 

1 2D D DS S SP P P= = ;

{ }1 2

1 (1 )* 2 (1 )−  = + − + − I C D D D

q q

S R R R S S SP P P qP P P P P  (5) 

You can make the squad that in case of failure of the 

national processing server, the system remains operational 

while the works dubbed national processing server. 

 
3.3.  The IAS structure with a few national servers 

In this embodiment, the block diagram of reliability 

regional servers grouped into two groups, each of which has 

its own national server processing, thereby reducing the load 

on the server. National communications server is duplicated. 

Therefore, in case of failure of one of the nation's system of 

processing servers will be partially operable, the system will 

be unusable only if denied all the regional server, or both 

national communications server. RBD shown in figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 – RBD with separate national servers 

The probability of failure-free operation of the system 

will look like: 

 

1

2

1 2 1 2 2 1
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 (7) 

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS  

After considering three options for the implementation of 

such a system, it is possible to analyze the probability of 

failure-free operation of the system, depending on the 

probability of failure of components. 

If we take the input data q = 24, and the probability of 

failure PRi = 0,9 - 0,99. Probability of failure of the 

communication server SC = 0,99 and the likelihood of 

treatment failure server SD = 0,99. The probability of failure 

of the switching device U = 0, we obtain the results of Table 

1. Fig.11 visualizes calculation results. 

The graph clearly shows the advantage of the reliability 

of the model with separate national server. 

If we take the input data q = 24, and the probability of 

failure PRi = 0,9 - 0,99. Probability of failure of the 

communication server SC = 0,99 and the likelihood of 

treatment failure server SD = 0,95. The probability of failure 

of the switching device U = 0, we obtain the results of Table 

2.  

Fig.12 visualizes calculation results. The graph clearly 

shows the advantage of the reliability of the model with 

separate national server. 

If we take the input data q = 24, and the probability of 

failure PRi = 0,9 - 0,99. Probability of failure of the 

communication server SC = 0,95 and the likelihood of 

treatment failure server SD = 0,99. The probability of failure 
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of the switching device U = 0, we obtain the results of Table 

3. 

Table 1.Probability of failure of the system depending on the 

probability of failure operation component 

PSD 0.99 

PSC 0.99 

PR P0I P1I P2I 

0,9 0,2874 0,2895 0,4293 

0,91 0,3449 0,3473 0,4919 

0,92 0,4103 0,4131 0,5587 

0,93 0,4837 0,4868 0,6286 

0,94 0,5643 0,5677 0,7002 

0,95 0,6506 0,6542 0,7712 

0,96 0,7396 0,7433 0,8390 

0,97 0,8268 0,8303 0,9001 

0,98 0,9052 0,9082 0,9505 

0,99 0,9645 0,9664 0,9855 

1 0,9900 0,9900 0,9999 

 

 
Figure 11 – Probability of failure of the system, depending on the 

probability of failure operation component 

Table 2.Probability of failure of the system, depending on the 

probability of failure operation component 

PSD 0.95 

PSC 0.99 

PR P0I P1I P2I 

0,9 0,2790 0,2890 0,4098 

0,91 0,3351 0,3467 0,4706 

0,92 0,3992 0,4124 0,5360 

0,93 0,4712 0,4861 0,6049 

0,94 0,5506 0,5669 0,6760 

0,95 0,6360 0,6533 0,7474 

0,96 0,7247 0,7424 0,8167 

0,97 0,8127 0,8295 0,8806 

0,98 0,8933 0,9075 0,9355 

0,99 0,9570 0,9659 0,9769 

1 0,9900 0,9900 0,9999 

 

 
Figure 12 – Probability of failure of the system, depending on the 

probability of failure operation component 

 
Fig.13 visualizes of calculation results. 

The graph clearly shows the advantage of the reliability of 

the model with separate national servers. 

Table 3.Probability of failure of the system, depending on the 

probability of failure operation component 

PSD 0.99 

PSC 0.95 

PR P0I P1I P2I 

0,9 0,2790 0,2890 0,4098 

0,91 0,3351 0,3467 0,4706 

0,92 0,3992 0,4124 0,5360 

0,93 0,4712 0,4861 0,6049 

0,94 0,5506 0,5669 0,6760 

0,95 0,6360 0,6533 0,7474 

0,96 0,7247 0,7424 0,8167 

0,97 0,8127 0,8295 0,8806 

0,98 0,8933 0,9075 0,9355 

0,99 0,9570 0,9659 0,9769 

1 0,9900 0,9900 0,9999 

 

 
Figure 13 – Probability of failure of the system, depending on the 

probability of failure operation component 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents a multilevel structure of neural 

network modules located on a territorial basis in specialized 

medical treatment and diagnostic facilities. This enables 

online diagnostic information to be exchanged for training 

and retraining of neural network modules. In order to 
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enhance their generalization capabilities. For more accurate 

diagnosis results. 

An approach to organizing training and retraining of 

neural network modules at each level of the hierarchical 

structure is proposed in order to take into account reliable 

patient diagnosis results. This allows, among other things, to 

take into account regional features of patients' diseases. At 

the national level, at the doctor's discretion, operations are 

performed to process diagnostic data. In particular, for 

regional and local modules, diagnostic data may be available 

for evaluation after modification or filtering. Such 

operations protect against false, incorrect, or unacceptable 

data. 

The proposed models are validated on real patient 

diagnostic data. The uroflowmetric parameters that directly 

influence the diagnostic decision making are taken into 

account. In particular, to detect value of the maximum rate. 

The placement of points of maximum and average flow 

velocity on nomograms. The kind of a uroflowrogram 

schedule. This allows to obtain reliable data for diagnosing 

diseases. In addition, the intermediate states of the lower 

urinary tract are diagnosed. In particular, deviation from the 

norm and malfunction (obstruction). The models have been 

tested for four types of diseases. 

A distinctive feature of the work is to address issues of 

reliability of data exchange between regional and national 

levels of IAS. A system consisting of individual elements 

and related functionally is proposed. The failure of any 

element does not cause the system to fail. We discussed 

three options for sharing diagnostic information models. For 

each option, RBD developed and presented analytical 

expressions for calculating the probability of failure-free 

operation of the system. Based on the data analyzed by the 

choice of a suitable variant of the model taking into account 

the failure probabilities of components and two components 

of the national server. The work calculates the probability of 

failure of the system on the proposed structures, depending 

on the probability of failure of components. Based on the 

above calculations, the structure with the separate national 

servers is the most reliable. 
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